
Interview with John Cox

At 81 years young John started squash more by accident than by planning, during his service with the
Royal Navy. One of the Navy traditions was for officers to have a drink everyday at 11am, (good
tradition) but John as a tea totaller would get a tennis racket and hit the ball on the squash court. One
day someone left a squash racket and he started to have a hit…… from then there was no turning back.

Living in Hereford, England he has attend World Masters events before and won four times in different
catagories. His devoted wife, June admits to being his squash bag carrier and attend all the events with
him. He has just returned to squash after a 4 year break to, as he says “get some repairs done”. He is not
gym junkie and keeps fit purely by playing lots of squash. His approach is “if you come off a court and
your body does not hurt then you have not played hard enough” A determined player, he had a
shoulder reconstruction only three weeks ago and he is back already.

Although there are many age catagories in the Masters, John is petitioning for a new one and that is
85+. He obviously has his eyes on the future and is expecting to be playing for many more years to
come.

What a great attitude to have at that age.

This attitude paid off in John’s first game against Erkki Juslen from Finland which he won 3-0. Is John
going to win another world Masters, we will have to wait and see.

Opening Cocktails Friday 4th July

The Hong Kong Football Club was invaded by nearly 800 enthusiastic squash players and their families
and friends today. Some first timers to Hong Kong and some first timers in the World Masters but one
thing everyone had in common and that was their passion for the sport and their serious intention to
have a good time.

The cocktail party in the evening was fully booked weeks before the event with over 500 people
attending. The team from Germany sported some traditional looking hats while Canada waved their flag
for everyone to see. Although the World Masters is an individual event there was strong team spirit
amongst the crowd.

Top players attended such as Brett Martin from Australia, Craig Van DeWorth from South Africa and
Craig Rowland, also from Australia.

The opening ceremony for WM14 was presided over by Malcolm Kerr with the event sponsors Darly
Arnold – Founder of Silverline Mobile and Damien Laracy Managing Partner from Hill and Dickinson in
Hong Kong.

Any welcome to Hong Kong would not be complete without a Lion Dance, which was provided by a team
of 4 acrobats with a great photo opportunity afterwards.

Saturday 5th July



With 300 games played between the Sports Centre in Central and the Hong Kong Football Club in Happy
Valley, there was something for everyone to watch. In the ladies matches, Mylene De Muylder from
France played Isabelle Tweedle from the UK. Although Mylene won the three games it was a well fought
match that looked very even.

Match of the Day

Although there were in excess of 30 matches that went to 5 sets on Day 1 of the tournament, showing
the number of highly competitive matches taking place across the two venues, today’s highlighted game
(Ed. mainly due to the author actually witnessing the match) was between Uwe Peters (Germany) and
Simon Barton (New Zealand).

Uwe is the present Head Coach of the German National Ladies team and consensus among the show
court crowd after seeing the warm up was that Uwe had the skills to potentially make it a one-sided
match. However, after an 11-6 to Uwe in the first game, showing his huge range of skills at the front of
the court, the second was tight all the way to 10-10. A couple of exquisite winners then took Uwe to 2-0
up. The third followed a similar pattern with Simon showing what a ‘dry’ June and some regular practice
can achieve and started dominating many of the rallies, but again the match went to 10-10 with Simon
this time finding a way of finishing off the game 12-10. Another hugely entertaining battle ensued in the
fourth with Simon reaching 10-9 with a game point to take it into a 5th. However, Uwe found the perfect
three points to take the 4th 12-10 and move into the 2nd round with a huge sigh of relief towards his
German compatriots, already high from Germany’s win in the World Cup. Hats off to Simon though who
– and I quote his mother - “played the game of his life”!

Views from the Players

This is the first time that the World Squash Masters has been hosted in Hong Kong, so we were keen to
hear the views of some of the players and spectators regarding their initial reaction to the venues,
organization and sights and sounds of Hong Kong.

We’re very pleased to report that the feedback to date has been hugely positive with favorable
comments about the venues, especially the quality of the brand new Perspex courts at the Hong Kong
Football Club. Another common theme was the convenience of Hong Kong, with the two venues close
together and the accommodation in close proximity. The shuttle service between the venues was seen
as a massive plus.

Louis Bronsveld of the Netherland said “the facilities are great and the organization is top draw, in
keeping with one of the top cities of the world”.

Trevor Coulter, playing in the Men’s 80+ was particularly vocal in saying “the Hong Kong Football Club
facilities are as good as he’s seen in his many years of playing the game around the world”.




